CE APPLICATIONS - Classroom

A. e-Hazard Management, LLC (#0004577)
   1. Electrical Workplace Safety NFPA 70E ...................................................Approved

B. Technical Electrical Consultants (#0003770)
   1. Grounding & Bonding ..............................................................................Approved
   2. Motors & Air Conditioning Equipment-Articles 430 & 440 .......................Approved
   3. Swimming Pools, Spas, Fountains, Hydro-Tubs, Article 680 .....................Approved

CE APPLICATIONS – Internet

C. Elite CEU, Inc. (#0004573)
   1. Advanced Burglar Alarm (Online) ............................................................Approved
   2. Basic Elements of the NEC (Online) .......................................................Approved
   3. Burglar Alarm Basics (Online) .................................................................Approved
   4. CCTV - Basic Design (Online) .................................................................Approved
   5. Common Sense Approach to OSHA Safety (Online) ..............................Approved
   6. Digital Technology & Networking Basics (Online) .................................Approved
   7. Electricity 101 (Online) ...........................................................................Denied
   8. Ethics for the Security Industry (Online) ..................................................Approved
   9. Introduction to Access Control (Online) .................................................Approved
  10. Selecting the Right Camera & Lens (Online) ..........................................Approved
  11. Structured Cabling (Online) ....................................................................Approved
  12. The Fundamentals of Fire Systems (Online) ............................................Approved
  13. Time Management (Online) ....................................................................Approved
  14. Understanding Digital Video Recorders (Online) ....................................Approved
  15. Written & Verbal Communication Skills (Online) ...................................Approved
ALARM SYSTEM AGENT APPLICATIONS - Classroom

D. The Susquehanna Group, LLC dba Termark Technical Institute (#0004253)
   1. BASA Cont. Ed. Course (Refresher) .......................................................Approved

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM AGENT APPLICATIONS - Classroom

E. The Susquehanna Group, LLC dba Termark Technical Institute (#0004253)
   1. Fire Alarm Systems Agent Cont. Ed. (Refresher) ....................................Approved